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1. Welcome!
Thank you for purchasing the ZONO sanitizing system.
The ZONO system saves countless hours of manual work to sanitize toys, clothing, fitness
equipment, and other items. The ozone SANITIZE cycle kills 99.9% of common bacteria and
viruses, while the optional HEAT cycle has proven to be effective at killing lice and bedbugs.
This manual covers these ZONO models:

• SC1 (single door)
• SC2NH (double door without HEAT option)
• SC2 (double door with HEAT option)
• ZONO Closet (built-in)

Customer service
ZONOsanitech is committed to ensuring that your ZONO works as designed.
Send operating questions to operatingquestions@ZONOservices.com.
To schedule service, call 404-394-2232 from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. (Eastern United
States time).

1. Welcome!
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2. Ozone safety information
The ZONO provides the benefits of ozone gas sanitizing in a safe and effective environment
when you follow the instructions in this manual.
Ozone has been used as a powerful organic sanitizer since the 1900s. In fact, most bottled
water is treated using ozone, and ozonated water is used to treat fruit and vegetables. We
based the ZONO on modern ozone sanitizing technology used in the medical device and food
industries.
For your safety, follow ALL instructions in this manual to minimize
the risk of fire, electric shock, exposure to ozone gas, property
damage, personal injury, or loss of life.

Ozone exposure guidance
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the Occupational Safety
and Health Association (OSHA) have set an ozone exposure guidance level at 0.1 parts per
million (ppm) in an 8 hour period.

Ozone sensors
To ensure that the OSHA exposure guidance limit is never exceeded, the ozone sensors in the
ZONO continuously monitor the ozone levels both INSIDE and OUTSIDE the cabinet. These
sensors can detect ozone at less than 0.1 ppm.
• Ozone levels INSIDE the ZONO are higher than the guidance level for as long as 28
minutes during the SANITIZE cycle. The sensors prevent the magnetic door lock from
opening when the ozone level is too high.
• If the sensors detect ozone at a higher than 0.1 ppm concentration OUTSIDE the
ZONO, the cabinet automatically stops generating ozone and sounds an alarm.

Color and odor
Ozone is a colorless gas. The characteristic odor is often described as similar to the smell of
electrical sparks or the fresh scent after a thunderstorm or heavy rain.

Effects of short-term, low exposure
Short-term low exposure to ozone can cause any of the following temporary effects:
headaches, sore throats, and irritation in the eyes and nose.

DO NOT INHALE OZONE GAS!
Short term inhalation of high ozone concentrations, and long-term inhalation of
low ozone concentrations, can cause serious harmful physiological effects.
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2. Ozone safety information

3. Heat safety information
This information applies to ZONO models with the HEAT option.
The HEAT cycle kills lice and bed bugs. Do NOT use the HEAT cycle for any other reason.

Outside cabinet temperature
During the HEAT cycle, the outside surface of the cabinet may reach temperatures of 110
degrees Fahrenheit. This temperature is below the ASTM C1055 recommendation, which calls
for the exterior of devices to remain at or below 140 degrees.

Do not lean against the ZONO during the Heat cycle.

Inside temperature
The temperature inside the ZONO may reach 150 degrees Fahrenheit during a HEAT cycle.
Make sure that any objects placed within the cabinet can withstand this temperature.

Do NOT run any potentially flammable items, such as paint, markers, etc.,
through a HEAT cycle.

3. Heat safety information
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4. Glossary
Access Code

Access Keypad

A sequence of numbers that must be entered on the Keypad before you
can lock or unlock the ZONO door or start a cycle.
Located below the Display Panel.
You must enter your Access Code here to operate the ZONO.
The Display function shows the current status of the ZONO.

Display Panel

•

Green when door is locked.

•

Red when door is unlocked.

The Touch Screen function controls the ZONO’s operations.
Located on the right side of the machine.
When switched off, immediately:
Power Switch

•

Removes electrical power from the ZONO, stopping operations.

•

Stops the generating of ozone.

•

Allows door(s) to be opened.

See page 11 for details.

Green Button

Press to lock the ZONO and start a cycle.
Located inside the ZONO on the bottom of the engine.
Pressing this button immediately:

Interior Emergency
Stop

•

Stops the ZONO from operating.

•

Stops the generation of ozone.

•

Allows the door to be opened.

Does NOT turn the cabinet off, but ozone is no longer generated.

Magnetic Door Lock

Prevents the door from being opened during a cycle or when ozone
levels inside the ZONO are high.
Only operational when the ZONO has electrical power.

Ozone Sensors

Warm Up Period

Continuously monitor ozone levels INSIDE and OUTSIDE of the ZONO
during the SANITIZE cycle.
The minimum wait time required before beginning a cycle. Varies based
on how long the ZONO has been without power.
See page 16 for a chart of wait times.
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5. Installation
This information does NOT apply to the ZONO Closet.
Take care when unpacking, moving, and securing the cabinet to the wall.
The cabinet contains light bulbs and electronic components which may
break or be damaged if dropped, jolted, turned over, or moved incorrectly.
ZONO cabinets must be installed in accordance with these instructions.

1.

Remove all of the protective film. Place one hand on the cabinet,
as shown on the right, to prevent being startled by static
electricity.

2.

Plug the power cord into the outlet. Do NOT use an extension
cord.

3.

Can you see the EPA label on the right side of the cabinet?
•

Yes — Installation is complete.

•

No — Attach the duplicate EPA label, provided with your ZONO,
in a visible location. Do NOT cover any controls.

A label required by the EPA is affixed to the right side of the cabinet
of Models SC1, SC2NH, and SC2. If this label is not visible after
installation, attach the duplicate EPA label (provided) where it can be
clearly seen.
For the Built-in ZONO Closet, attach the provided label to the wall
beside the cabinet’s door. This label must be visible at all times.
Do NOT remove any labeling on the ZONO!

5. Installation
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6. Familiarize yourself with the ZONO
The instructions in this manual will be easier to follow if you know where to find these controls:
•

Display Panel — page 10.

•

Power Switch — page 11.

•

Interior Emergency Stop — page 12.

•

Green Button — page 13.

6. Familiarize yourself with the ZONO
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Display Panel
The touch-screen Display Panel shows the current status of the ZONO. The color of the screen
shows the condition of the Magnetic Door Lock:
•

Green = Locked.

•

Red = Unlocked.

Press the commands on the Display Panel to control all ZONO functions, such as starting a
cycle or locking / unlocking the door.
The Display Panel also includes a Keypad with five keys, labeled F1 through F5, which allow
you to enter your Access Code.
SC1, SC2NH, SC2 location
The Display Panel is located on the front of the SC1, SC2NH, and SC2.
ZONO Closet location
The Display Panel is not attached directly to the ZONO Closet itself but on an exterior panel.
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Exterior Power Switch
The Exterior Power Switch has two positions: Reset and Off.

Position

What will work
Ozone generation

Display Panel

Keypad

Ozone sensors

Door Lock

Reset

Yes, if cycle starts

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Off

No

No

No

No

No

You will normally leave the Power Switch in the Reset position at all times, unless directed
to switch to the Off position by the Display Panel or this manual. Supplying the Zono with
power allows the doors to lock, even when a cycle is not running.
If you switch to the Off position, see page 16 for information on how long the ZONO must
be powered up before you can run a cycle.
SC1, SC2NH, SC2 location
The Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch is located on the side of the SC1, SC2NH, and
SC2, to the right of the front doors
ZONO Closet location
The Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch is not attached directly to the ZONO itself but
on an exterior panel beside the closet door.

When the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch is Off, the Magnetic Door
Lock does not work.
The door may be opened even if the ozone levels inside the Zono are unsafe.

6. Familiarize yourself with the ZONO
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Interior Emergency Stop
Pushing this red button disengages the Magnetic Door Lock. The doors can be opened from
either inside or outside the ZONO.
Someone accidentally locked inside the ZONO can press the Interior Emergency Stop.

SC1, SC2NH, SC2 location
The Interior Emergency Stop is located along the interior front wall
of the SC1, SC2NH, and SC2, as shown in the picture to the right.

ZONO Closet location
In the ZONO Closet, the Interior Emergency Stop is located
near the Green Button. The location of both these buttons is
determined during installation and may vary from one ZONO
Closet to another.
In the picture to the left, the Interior Emergency Stop is located
above the Green Button.

When the Interior Emergency Stop is pressed, the doors may be opened
even if the ozone levels inside the Zono are unsafe.
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Green Button
Pushing the Green Button prepares the ZONO to start a cycle or lock the door, but you must
close the door and choose a command with the Display Panel before the ZONO will actually
generate ozone and/or heat.
SC1, SC2NH, SC2 location
The Green Button is located inside the SC1, SC2NH, and SC2, on the bottom of the engine
cabinet.

ZONO Closet location
In the ZONO Closet, the Green Button is located next to the Interior
Emergency Stop. The location of both these buttons is determined
during installation and may vary from one ZONO Closet to another.
In the picture to the right, the Green Button is located below the
Interior Emergency Stop.

6. Familiarize yourself with the ZONO
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7. Initial startup
1.

Turn the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to the Reset position.

2.

Does the ZONO have power — the Display Panel has a red (door unlocked) or a
green (door locked) background?
•

YES — Proceed to Step 3.

•

NO — Follow the steps in the table below. Stop when the ZONO has power.
Is the power cord plugged in?
Is the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch in the Reset position?
Has the circuit breaker in the building’s main electrical box been tripped?

After following the steps above, call ZONOsanitech if:
•

the ZONO has power but the Display Panel is not lit.

•

the ZONO does not have power.

3.

Unscrew the Water Reservoir, found on the top right side of the bottom of the ZONO engine.

4.

Fill the reservoir to the top line with clean tap or bottled water and securely screw it back in
position.

The Water Reservoir provides humidity the ZONO needs to run.
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7. Initial startup

5.

Enter your Access Code using the Keypad (F1 through F5) below the Display Panel.

6.

If you entered the Access Code correctly, the Display Panel reads Unlock on a Green
background, as shown in the example below. The Green color indicates that the door
is locked.

7.

Allow the ZONO to run for at least 24 hours without starting a SANITIZE or HEAT
cycle. See page 16 for information about the mandatory warm up periods.

7. Initial startup
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8. Warm up period
At the initial start up of the ZONO and if the ZONO is switched “off” by the Exterior Emergency
Stop and Power Switch, or loses power for any reason, restore power and observe the
following minimum warm up times before starting a SANITIZE cycle:
Time without power

Warm up time

1 minute to 3 days

10 minutes

4 - 7 days

1 hour

More than one week
Includes your initial receipt of the ZONO.

16

24 hours

8. Warm up period

9. Use the ZONO
This section describes how to use the ZONO to sanitize or heat items. It covers the following
topics:
•

“General safety guidelines” on page 18

•

“Choose items for sanitization” on page 20

•

“Choose items for heating” on page 22

•

“Load items into the ZONO” on page 24

•

“Cycle run times” on page 28

•

“Run a cycle” on page 29

For your safety and the safety of others, READ AND FOLLOW THE
INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS MANUAL BEFORE OPERATING THE ZONO.

Before operating the ZONO, make sure that you have:
• Installed the ZONO correctly;
• Read the Initial startup instructions on page 14.
• Read the Warm up period informaion on page 16.

9. Use the ZONO
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General safety guidelines
See the information below and on the next page for important rules on using the ZONO.

DO NOT
•

Allow children to operate or play near the ZONO.

•

Open the door to the ZONO while it is operating.

•

Allow a person or animal inside the ZONO, except as needed to load the ZONO Closet.

•

Use an extension cord to power the ZONO.

•

Cover any vents, holes, or passages in the ZONO.

•

Put anything other than clean tap or bottled water in the Water Reservoir.

•

Share your ZONO access code with anyone who has not read this manual.

•

Climb, sit, lean, hang, or stand on the ZONO.

•

Put items on top of the ZONO or use it for storage.

•

Repair the ZONO, except as described in Section 13. Maintenance on page 44.
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DO
•

Check that no one is inside the ZONO before locking the door or starting a cycle.

•

Only plug the ZONO into a 115V circuit with a minimum capacity of 15 amps.

•

Keep the door locked at all times when the ZONO is not being loaded or unloaded. The
Display Pane is green when the door locked.

•

Follow the instructions in these sections of the manual before starting a cycle:
Section

Page

5. Installation

7

7. Initial startup

14

8. Warm up period
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Follow the Warm up period instructions on page 16 if the
ZONO has been powered OFF.

9. Use the ZONO
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Choose items for sanitization
The tables below and on page 21 provide examples of what CAN and CANNOT be placed in
the ZONO for sanitization, but they are not a comprehensive list of all possibilities.
If you have a question about whether an item can be sanitized, call ZONOsanitech.

Items that can be sanitized may not be acceptable for
the HEAT cycle and vice-versa.

Acceptable items for the SANITIZE cycle
Items

Loading Method

Toys, dolls, games, plush items, soft and hard blocks, stuffed animals, books,
play food and kitchen accessories, covers, puppets, Legos, plastic figures,
play dough, puzzle pieces, lacing cards, rattles.

Tray Cart

Hats, clothes, costumes, sheets, blankets, towels.

Drape or hang
from Tray Cart or
Mat Rack

Computer keyboards, mice, musical instruments, electronic toys with
batteries, telephones.

Tray Cart

Art Supplies (crayons, markers, glue bottles and sticks, scissors, paint
brushes, easels, dry erase and chalk boards).

Tray Cart

Classroom chairs, tables, bookcases, baskets, containers, activity centers,
doll houses, bead tables, bean bag pillows, cushions, mirrors, rocking toys,
storage bins.

Floor or on upsidedown Tray

Rest mats, cots, crib mattresses, activity mats, yoga mats.

Mat Rack

Crib mobiles, soft foam furniture, rugs, step stools, walkers, exercisers,
bouncy seats.

Floor or on upsidedown Tray

Mops, brooms, buckets.

Floor or on upsidedown Tray
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Unacceptable items for the SANITIZE cycle
Items
Humans or animals
Chemicals
Food, beverages, plates,
cups, eating utensils

Natural rubber products

Unacceptable because
Ozone exposure is potentially lethal.
People may enter the ZONO Closet only to load and unload it.
Ozone and/or heat can cause chemicals to react dangerously.
The ZONO sanitizes items, but it does not remove dirt, food,
residue, etc.
The ZONO is not certified for use in food preparation.
Ozone breaks down natural rubber in a process called “ozone
cracking.”
If in doubt about the composition of an item, check the
manufacturer’s label.

The ZONO does not remove dirt from items.

9. Use the ZONO
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Choose items for heating
The tables below on page 23 provide examples of what CAN and CANNOT be placed in the
ZONO for the HEAT cycle, but they are not a comprehensive list of all possibilities.
If you have a question about whether an item can be treated in the HEAT cycle, call
ZONOsanitech.
The temperature inside the ZONO reaches 150 degrees Fahrenheit
during a HEAT cycle. Items that cannot withstand this temperature
may be destroyed.
Items that can be heated may not be acceptable for the SANITIZE
cycle and vice-versa.
Acceptable items for the HEAT cycle
Items

Loading Method

Pillows, plush items, soft cloth blocks or books, stuffed animals, cloth
puppets or other cloth items.

Tray Cart

Rubber items,

Drape or hang
from Tray Cart or
Mat Rack

Hats, clothes, costumes, sheets, blankets, towels.
Classroom chairs, tables, bookcases, baskets, containers, activity centers,
doll houses, bead tables, bean bag pillows, cushions, mirrors, rocking toys,
and storage bins,

Floor

Rest mats, cots, crib mattresses, activity mats, yoga mats.

Mat Rack

Crib mobiles, soft foam furniture, rugs, step stools, walkers, exercisers,
bouncy seats.

Floor

Mops, brooms, buckets. (non-plastic only)

Floor

The ZONO does not remove dirt from items.
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Unacceptable items for the HEAT cycle
Any items that cannot withstand 150 degrees Fahrenheit may be destroyed during the Heat
cycle. This includes any items made of plastic or that contain waxes or chemicals.
Items

Unacceptable because
Heat exposure is potentially lethal.

Humans or animals

Plastic toys: Toys, dolls, games, plastic
blocks, play food and kitchen accessories,
Legos, plastic figures, puzzle pieces, rattles.

People may enter the ZONO Closet only to load
and unload it.
Melting danger.

Items with non-organic stuffing:
•

Stuffed animals

•

bean bag pillows

•

cushions

Play Dough

Non-organic fill material may melt even if outside
cover can withstand the heat inside the ZONO.

Chemicals in Play Dough cannot withstand heat
inside the ZONO.

Computer keyboards, mice, musical
instruments, electronic toys with batteries,
and telephones.

Melting danger.

Art Supplies (crayons, markers, glue bottles
and sticks, scissors, paint brushes, easels,
dry erase and chalk boards).

Melting danger.

Electronic displays may “craze” when exposed to
heat.

Some art supplies contain volatile chemicals that
should not be exposed to heat.

Classroom chairs, tables, bookcases, baskets,
containers, activity centers, doll houses, bead
tables.

Melting danger.

Exercisers or bouncy seats with plastic parts.

Melting danger.

Mops, brooms, buckets made of plastic,
either entirely or in part (handles).

Melting danger.

9. Use the ZONO
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Load items into the ZONO
This section (page 24 through page 27) describes how to load items.
See page 29 for instructions on unlocking the door and running a cycle.
Your ZONO system may include Trays, Tray Carts, and Mat Racks that can be used in the
SANITIZE and HEAT cycles. These Accessories will enable you to maximize the number of
items you can treat at one time, and will ensure the proper air-flow between the items.
Tray
The Trays provided with your ZONO do not require assembly.
Place items flat. Do NOT stack or pile items on top of one another.
Examples
CORRECT

CORRECT

WRONG

Do NOT stack or pile items on top of one another.
Without air flow, items will not be effectively sanitized.

You can stack larger items in a Tray, as long as you can still slide
it into the Tray Cart.
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Tray Cart
Tray Cart assembly instructions are provided in the box containing the Tray Cart parts.
1.

The Tray Cart holds 7 Trays with the Tray Slides at their normal positions. You can
adjust the Tray Slides to allow more space if you have loaded larger / taller items in
the Trays.

2.

Load the Trays with items. Make sure the items don’t
stand so high that the Tray won’t fit into the Tray Cart.

3.

Slide a Tray into the first Tray Slides.

4.

Repeat with remaining Trays.

5.

Place one foot at the base of the Tray Cart and pull back
gently to raise the front wheels off the ground.

6.

Push the Tray Cart over the bottom edge of the door
opening and into the ZONO.

Don’t load items higher than the top of the Tray Cart.
You may not be able to roll the Tray Cart into the ZONO
and the Tray Cart may tip over.

9. Use the ZONO
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Mat Rack

The Mat Rack is specifically designed to allow air to flow around bulky objects.
Don’t run a cycle for mats, cots, or mattresses without using the Mat Rack.
Each Mat Rack holds as many as six padded mats between metal ”fingers.” The Mat Racks
allow air-flow essential to proper sanitization.
Most crib mattresses fit in the Mat Rack, but since they are often thicker than mats, you may
not be able to load six. Make sure there is enough pace between mattresses (or any other
objects loaded in the Mat Rac) to allow air to flow between them.
1.

Insert mats or other items upright, with or without sheets, into the fingers of the Mat
Rack.

2.

Place one foot at the base of the Mat Rack and pull back gently to raise the front
wheels off the ground.

3.

Push the Mat Rack over the bottom edge of the door opening and into the ZONO.

Don’t overload the Mat Rack.
Don’t drape items on top of the Mat Rack after it is loaded.
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Loose items
You can hang or drape items on the Tray Cart or Mat Rack, as long as
air can flow between all items in the ZONO.
•

Use hangers or clips to hold dress up clothes, hats, stuffed
animals and similar items.

•

Use hangers with clips to hold books, spreading the pages like a
fan to allow air to flow between them.

•

Drape blankets, sleeping bags, or other items.

Large, Wide, or Bulky Items
Place large items, like bean bag chairs, on top of the Tray Cart
after rolling the cart into the ZONO. Leave the top rack of the Tray
Cart empty. Remember to remove the large item before rolling the
Tray Cart out of the Zono. Never roll the Tray Cart in or out of the
ZONO with an item loaded on top.
You can also place a Tray upside down on the floor of the ZONO
and place a large item on top of it. The Tray allows for proper air
flow below the item.
If the item already sits off the ground, like a bouncy seat, you
can place it on the floor of the ZONO because air can still flow
beneath it.

Use more than one loading option
You can combine loading options
in the SC2NH, SC2, and ZONO
Closet.
For example, you can place both a
Tray Cart and a Mat Rack in these
cabinets at the same time.

9. Use the ZONO
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Cycle run times
Cycle
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Time to complete

Sanitize

30 minutes

Heat

90 minutes

Sanitize & Heat

120 minutes

9. Use the ZONO

Run a cycle
Pay STRICT ATTENTION to the background color of the Display
Panel at all times!
Green background: Door locked.
Red background: Door unlocked.
1.

Make sure the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch is in the Reset position, so
that the Magnetic Door Lock is functional. See page 11 for more information.

2.

Does the Display Panel have a GREEN or RED background, indicating that the ZONO
is powered on?

3.

•

YES — Go to Step 3.

•

NO — Check that the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch is in the Reset
position. If so, and the Display Panel is still not illuminated, call ZONOsanitech.

Does the Display Panel message include the words Safe to open or Safe to Open
Door on a GREEN background?
•

YES — Go to Step 4.

•

NO — Follow the instructions on the message. The ZONO is probably running a cycle
already. You must wait until the current cycle finishes before starting a new one.
Never interrupt a cycle unless a person is inside the ZONO.
Opening the door before a SANITIZE cycle finishes will release ozone.

4.

Enter your Access Code using the Access Keypad below the Display Panel.

9. Use the ZONO
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5.

If you entered the Access Code correctly, the Display Panel reads Unlock on a
GREEN background, as shown in the example below.

6.

Within 20 seconds, press F5 on the Display Panel with your finger. The
background turns RED and the message reads Unlocked:

7.

Open the door and load items into the ZONO.
•

See page 20 and page 22 for help deciding which items can be treated.

•

See page 24 for more information on loading the ZONO.

If you don’t tap Unlock within 20 seconds, the Display Panel
reverts to the previous message.
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8.

Enter your Access Code on the Access Keypad again.

9.

The Display Panel remains RED.

10. Reach inside the ZONO and push the Green Button. This button is located on the
bottom of the engine (pictured below) on the SC1, SC2NH, and SC2. It may be
located at different places within the ZONO Closet, but is always near the door.

11. Close the door.

9. Use the ZONO
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12. Within 20 seconds of pushing the Green Button, tap the desired command on the
Display Panel.

Command

Use to
Lock the door without starting a cycle.

Lock

You may want to use this command if you have not fully loaded the ZONO
yet or want to run a cycle at a later time.
ALWAYS lock the door when you are not actively loading the ZONO.

Sanitize

Heat

Run a cycle with only ozone sanitization.
Run a cycle that heats the ZONO interior but does NOT generate ozone.
Not all models offer heating.

If you don’t tap a command within 20 seconds of pushing the
Green Button, the Display Panel reverts to the previous message.
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If you don’t acknowledge the Heat warning within 20 seconds,
the Display Panel reverts to the previous message.

13. The cycle begins. The Display Panel shows the current status, which varies
depending on the cycle you selected in Step 12:

9. Use the ZONO
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14. The Display Panel notifies you when the cycle is complete. The background will be
green and the text will include:
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•

Locked

•

Safe to Open

9. Use the ZONO

15. Enter the Access Code on the Access Keypad again to unlock the door and remove
the items.

9. Use the ZONO
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10. Display Panel error messages
In addition to the normal operating messages shown when unloading, loading, and running the
ZONO (page 29), the Display Panel can show alarm and error messages:
•

Service Needed. Call ZONOsanitech Code 102. Safe to Open Door.

•

Humidity low. Add water. Safe to Open Door.

•

Interior Emergency Stop Pressed.

•

Room Ozone Detected. Put Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch in Off Position.
Evacuate Room.

•

Service Needed. Do Not Open Door. Call ZONOsanitech Code 101.
If the Corrective Action for an error message requires you to switch
the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to Off, observe the
mandatory warm up period before using the ZONO again.
See page 16 for details.

Service Needed. Call ZONOsanitech Code 102. Safe to Open Door.
The ozone level inside the ZONO did not reach the proper level.
Corrective Action
Remove items.
Assume your items were not sanitized.
Contact ZONOsanitech. Do NOT use the ZONO until told to do so by ZONOsanitech.

Humidity low. Add water. Safe to Open Door.
There is not enough water in the Water Reservoir.
Corrective Action
See “12. Weekly Care” on page 42 for instructions on filling the Water Reservoir.
See page 46 for information about checking for leaks.
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Interior Emergency Stop Pressed.
Is a person inside the ZONO?
Yes

No

Move the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to OFF.

Twist the Interior
Emergency Stop button
clockwise to reset it.

Open the ZONO door(s).

Reposition the items inside
the ZONO so they will not
fall against the button.

Remove the person from the ZONO and evacuate the area.
Seek medical attention for headache, sore throat, or eye irritation.
Allow at least 15 minutes for any ozone to revert to oxygen before
entering the room in which the ZONO is located.
Assume your items were not sanitized or heated long enough to kill lice and/or bed bugs.
Start a new cycle.

10. Display Panel error messages
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Room Ozone Detected. Put Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch in Off
Position. Evacuate Room.
Corrective Action
Do NOT open the ZONO!
Move the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to OFF.

Do NOT open the ZONO doors!
Evacuate the area.
Seek medical attention for headache, sore throat, or eye irritation.
Allow at least 15 minutes for any ozone to revert to oxygen before entering the room in which the
ZONO is located.
Assume your items were not sanitized or heated long enough to kill lice and/or bed bugs.
Contact ZONOsanitech. Do NOT use the ZONO until told to do so by ZONOsanitech.
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Service Needed. Do Not Open Door. Call ZONOsanitech Code 101.
The ozone level inside the ZONO may be too high or the inside ozone sensor may not be
working correctly.
Corrective Action
Do NOT open the ZONO!
Move the switch to OFF.

Do NOT open the ZONO doors!
Assume your items were not sanitized or heated long enough to kill lice and/or bed bugs.
Contact ZONOsanitech. Do NOT use the ZONO until told to do so by ZONOsanitech.

10. Display Panel error messages
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11. Emergency procedures
Person Inside the ZONO During a Cycle
If you see or suspect that someone is inside the ZONO during a cycle:
1.

Move the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to OFF.

2.

Open the ZONO door(s).

3.

Remove the person from the ZONO and evacuate the area.

4.

Seek medical attention for headache, sore throat, or eye irritation.

5.

Allow at least 15 minutes for any ozone to revert to oxygen before reentering the
room in which the ZONO is located.

6.

Assume your items were not sanitized or heated long enough to kill lice and/or bed
bugs.

7.

Run the cycle again.

If you switch the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to Off,
then back to Reset, observe the mandatory warm up period before
using the ZONO again. See page 16 for details.
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Suspected or confirmed ozone exposure
Follow these instructions if you suspect or know that you:
• Smell electrical sparks, lightning, or the fresh scent after a thunderstorm
or heavy rain.
•

Feel headache, sore throat, irritation in the eyes and nose.

•

ZONO alarm and display indicate ozone exposure.

•

Believe that ozone gas is coming from the ZONO.

• Believe that the Interior Emergency Stop Button was pushed AND the
door opened during a SANITIZE cycle.

1.

Move the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power Switch to OFF.

2.

Open the ZONO door(s).

3.

Evacuate the area.

4.

Seek medical attention for headache, sore throat, or eye irritation.

5.

Allow at least 15 minutes for any ozone to revert to oxygen.

6.

Assume your items were not sanitized or heated long enough to kill lice and/or bed
bugs.

11. Emergency procedures
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12. Weekly Care
Do NOT remove or open any cover or access port on the ZONO engine
unless you have been authorized in writing to do so by ZONOsanitech.
Doing so voids the warranty.
Only ZONOsanitech-approved technicians may inspect or repair the ZONO.

Cleaning
Use a commercial stainless steel cleaner on all aluminum surfaces.
You may see black aluminum oxide residue on your cloth. This reside is normal.

Do NOT clean the door gaskets. They may be

damaged by abrasion or chemicals.
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12. Weekly Care

Weekly care tasks
Component

Check

Photos

Clean and refill.

Water reservoir

1.

Unscrew the Water Reservoir, found on the top
right side of the bottom of the ZONO engine.

2.

Fill the reservoir to the top line with clean tap
or bottled water and securely screw it back in
position.

Failure to maintain the water level can result in
failure to sanitize or damage!

Inspect both vents to ensure that neither is blocked.
Distribution vents The Distribution Vents are located on the bottom and
front of the engine.

Inspect the door gaskets to ensure they are not torn or
damaged.
The gaskets are located along the inside edge of each
door.
Door gaskets

12. Weekly Care

Do NOT:
•

Clean the door gaskets. They may be damaged by
abrasion or chemicals.

•

Operate the ZONO if the gaskets are damaged.
Call ZONOsanitech.
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13. Maintenance
Moving the ZONO
Take care when moving the ZONO cabinet (or the engine for the Built-in ZONO Closet). They
contain light bulbs and electronic components which may break or be damaged.

Ozone sensor maintenance
The ZONO is equipped with two ozone sensors that monitor the
ozone level.
•

Inside sensor: Located on the bottom of the engine.

•

Outside sensor: Located outside of the air-tight sealed
cabinet of Models SC1 and SC2NH or the Built-in ZONO
Closet.

Yearly replacement of inside sensor
The inside ozone sensor must be replaced annually.

Inside ozone sensor

ZONOsanitech will provide you with a new inside ozone sensor and
instructions on the anniversary of the first year of your ownership
of the ZONO. You are responsible for the cost of inside ozone
sensor replacement at the end of the second year and going forward. You may purchase these
sensors from ZONOsanitech.
Inside sensor failure
In the unlikely event that the inside sensor fails, it will report that the ozone level in the ZONO is
higher than it really is. If this happens:
•

The magnetic lock will not unlock and you will be unable to open the door;

•

The Display Panel will read Service Needed. Do not open door. Call ZONOsanitech
Code 101.

If this problem occurs, do NOT open the door. See page 39 for details on the meaning of this
message and troubleshooting steps.
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Ozone light bulbs
The ozone light bulbs are located behind the vent on the front of the engine.
When an ozone light bulb is not working, the Display Panel will read Service Needed. Do not
open door. Call ZONOsanitech Code 102. Safe to Open Door.
•

See page 36 for further instructions.

•

Call ZONOsanitech to obtain replacement light bulbs.

Replace a light bulb
1.

Remove the vent panel by unscrewing the four Phillips head screws.

2.

Inside the vent, you will see four light bulbs. The light bulb that is not working will
NOT have a distinctive appearance. We recommend that you replace all four bulbs at
the same time.

3.

Unclip a bulb by moving it toward the side of the clip that is open and pulling it out
of the rear socket.

4.

Insert the plug end of a new light bulb into the rear socket and then slide it into the
clip.

5.

Visit www.epa.gov/cfl/cflrecycling.html#whererecycle for information about
disposing of the old bulbs.

Location of Four Ozone Light Bulbs
Through Vent Hole

Ozone Light Bulb
Plug End

View of Four Plugs Through
Vent Hole

Do not break the ozone light bulbs!
They contain a small amount of mercury.

13. Maintenance
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14. Troubleshooting
What if there is water on the items inside the ZONO?
Is the Water Reservoir is screwed tightly into the bottom of the ZONO engine and not leaking?
•

No — Refill the reservoir and screw it back in tightly. Watch for any leaks.

•

Yes — Call ZONOsanitech. Do not continue to use the ZONO.
What if the ZONO loses power during a cycle?

This situation occurs if the electrical cord is unplugged, your building loses power, or if the Exterior
Emergency Stop and Power Switch is set to OFF by mistake.
1.

If power was lost during a SANITIZE cycle, assume that the ozone levels inside the cabinet
are high.

2.

Do NOT open the door for at least 15 minutes after the power loss. Without power, the
magnetic door locks do not work and can be opened even if there are high levels of ozone
inside the cabinet.

3.

Plug the electrical cord back into the outlet or set the Exterior Emergency Stop and Power
Switch to Reset. If all power to your building has been lost, wait until it is restored.

4.

Assume the cycle was not completed and that items were not sanitized or heated enough
to kill lice and/or bed bugs.

5.

After the ZONO is receiving power, allow the proper warm up period (page 16) before
starting a new cycle.
What if the Display Panel is not lit or is blank for an unknown reason?

The ZONO is not receiving electrical power.
1.

Follow the instructions for “What if the ZONO loses power during a cycle?” above.

2.

If the Display Panel remains blank even though the ZONO appears to be powered on, call
ZONOsanitech.
What if the Interior Emergency Switch was pressed by accident when loading the ZONO, or by
items falling against the switch?

1.

Twist the Interior Emergency Stop button clockwise to reset it.

2.

Reposition the items inside the ZONO so they will not fall against the button.

If you leave the ZONO unattended after a power outage, make
sure the door won’t be opened for at least 15 minutes.
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14. Troubleshooting

15. Ozone Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
Product: Ozone

Effective Date: 06/01/2008

Product Identification
Synonyms: Triatomic oxygen
Molecular Weight: 48.0

CAS No.: 10028-15-6
Chemical Formula: O3

Composition/Information on Ingredients
Ingredient
Ozone gas

CAS No
10028-15-6

Percent
1 - 15%

Hazardous
Yes

Hazards Identification
Emergency Overview
Highly reactive, ozone concentrations above 15% can explode on contact with organic
substances, especially strong reducing agents. Ozone is a powerful oxidizing agent and
oxidation with ozone evolves more heat and usually starts at a lower temperature than
oxidation with oxygen. It reacts with non-saturated organic compounds to produce ozonides,
which are unstable and may decompose with explosive violence. Ozone is an unstable gas,
which, at normal temperatures, decomposes to diatomic oxygen. At elevated temperatures
and in the presence of certain catalysts such as hydrogen, iron, copper and chromium, this
decomposition may be explosive.
Potential Health Effects
Inhalation: Causes dryness of the mouth, coughing, and irritates the nose, throat, and
chest and may cause difficulty in breathing, headache, and fatigue. The characteristic
sharp, irritating odor is readily detectable at low concentrations (0.01 to 0.05 ppm).
Skin: Absorption through intact skin is not expected.
Eye Contact: Ozone is an irritant to the eyes causing pain, lacrimation, and general
inflammation.
Ingestion: Not an expected route of exposure.
Aggravation of Pre-existing Conditions: Ozone may increase sensitivity to
bronchoconstrictors including allergens.

15. Ozone Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
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First Aid Measures
Inhalation: Remove to fresh air; if breathing is difficult, a trained person should
administer oxygen. If respiration stops, give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Get medical
attention.
Ingestion: Not an expected route of exposure.
Skin Contact: Wash skin thoroughly with soap and water.
Eye Contact: Immediately flush eyes with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes,
while forcibly holding eyelids apart to ensure flushing of the entire eye surface. If
irritation, pain, or other symptoms persist, seek medical attention.
Acute: May cause irritation of skin, eyes, and mucous membranes of the respiratory
tract. Drowsiness, dizziness, headache, and fatigue have been associated with exposure.
Chronic: Long term health effects are not expected from exposures to ozone. A partial
tolerance appears to develop with repeated exposures.
Fire Fighting Measures
Flash Point: Not determined.
Auto ignition Temperature: Not determined.
Flammable Limits in air, % by vol - Upper: Lower: Not determined.
Extinguishing Media: Use extinguishing media suitable for surrounding fires.
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazard: None expected. Since ozone is highly unstable and
decomposes under all conditions and is not encountered except at very small levels in the
immediate vicinity where formed.
Accidental Release Measures
Evacuate danger area. Open doors and windows to ventilate area. Consult an expert.
Ozone should be contained within a chemically compatible piping system. Ozone is a powerful
oxidizing agent and oxidation with ozone evolves more heat and usually starts at a lower
temperature than oxidation with oxygen. It reacts with non-saturated organic compounds to
produce ozonides, which are unstable and may decompose with explosive violence. Ozone is
an unstable gas which, at normal temperatures, decomposes to diatomic oxygen.
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Exposure Controls/Personal Protection
Exposure Guidelines:
OSHA PEL: 0.10-ppm PEL/TLV
Ventilation Requirements: General exhaust recommended. Avoid working with ozonegenerating equipment in enclosed spaces.
Specific Personal Protective Equipment:
Respiratory: Respirators may be used when engineering and work practice controls
are not technically feasible, when such controls are in the process of being installed, or
when they fail and need to be supplemented.
Respirators may also be used for operations which require entry into tanks or closed
vessels, and in emergency situations.
Only appropriate respirators shall be provided and used when the use of respirators is
the only means of controlling exposure for routine operations, or during an emergency.
(Refer to Table 1 of ANSUI/ASTM E591-77 for appropriate respirator selection).
Positive pressure air line with mask or self-contained breathing apparatus should be
available for emergency use.
Eye: Not necessary.
Gloves: Not necessary.
Other Clothing and Equipment: Not necessary.

15. Ozone Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
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Physical and Chemical Properties
Specific Gravity (H2O=1): 2.144g/l
Boiling Point: -111.9°C

Molecular Weight: 48.00
Melting Point: 7°C N/A

Evaporation Rate (BuAc=1): 1.7
Solubility in H2O % by Weight: 0.49

Vapor Density (Air=1): 1.09

Appearance and Odor: Colorless to bluish gas with a characteristic pungent odor similar to the
smell after strong lightning storms.
Stability and Reactivity
Stability: Ozone spontaneously decomposes under all ordinary conditions, so that it is not
encountered except in the immediate vicinity of where it was formed. The decomposition is
speeded by solid surfaces and by many chemical substances.
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Free radical oxygen. O-)
Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur.
Incompatibilities: Ozone is a powerful oxidizing agent and reacts with all oxidizable materials,
both organic and inorganic. Some reactions are highly explosive. Alkenes, benzene and other
aromatic compounds, rubber, dicyanogen, bromine diethyl ether, dinitrogen tetroxide, nitrogent
trichloride, hydrogen bromide, and tetrafluorohydrazine.

Toxicological Information
Ozone is extremely irritating to the upper and lower respiratory tract. The characteristic odor
is readily detectable at low concentrations (0.02 ppm to 0.05ppm). Ozone produces local
irritation of the eyes and mucous membranes and may cause pulmonary edema at high
exposure. Systematically, ozone has been reported to mimic the effects of ionizing radiation,
and may cause damage to chromosomal structures. A partial tolerance appears to develop
with repeated exposure. Although most effects are acute, the possibility of chronic lung
impairment should be considered, based upon animal experimentation.

Ecological Information
Environmental Fate: No information found.
Environmental Toxicity: No information found.

Disposal Considerations
Do not dispose of ozone off gas to atmosphere without properly designed off gas destruct
unit. State and local disposal regulations may differ from federal disposal regulations.
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Transport Information
Proper Shipping Name: Hazard Class: Identification Number: Packing Group: N/A

Regulatory Information
SARA TITLE III: N/A
TSCA: The ingredients of this product are on the TSCA Inventory List.
OSHA: Nonhazardous according to definitions of health hazard and physical hazard provided
in the Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200)

Other Information
Label Hazard Warning: HIGHLY REACTIVE. OZONE GAS AFFECTS THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM.
Label Precautions: Keep away from heat, sparks, and flame. Avoid contact with eyes, skin, and
clothing. Avoid breathing. Use with adequate ventilation.
Label First Aid: If inhaled, remove to fresh air. Get medical attention for breathing difficulty.
Product Use: Sanitizer

Disclaimer:
ZONOsanitech provides the information contained herein in good faith but makes no
representation as to its comprehensiveness or accuracy. This document is intended only as
a guide to the appropriate precautionary handling of the material by a properly trained person
using this product. Individuals receiving the information must exercise their independent
judgment in determining its appropriateness for a particular purpose. ZONOsanitech MAKES
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN OR
THE PRODUCT TO WHICH THE INFORMATION REFERS. ACCORDINGLY, ZONOsanitech WILL
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM USE OF OR RELIANCE UPON THIS
INFORMATION.
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